**Gli indefiniti composti 35.1**

**Complete with the compound indefinite**

1. **I need .............. for my homework**
   - somebody

2. **I didn't go .............. last Summer**

3. **Does .............. want to go to the cinema?**

4. **He left from his office without saying ..............**

5. **My English book is .............. in the kitchen**

6. **There is .............. in the dining room**

7. **I want .............. to eat**

8. **I would like to live .............. in the south of Usa**

**Soluzioni:**

(1) somebody (2) anywhere (3) anybody (4) anything (5) somewhere (6) somebody (7) something (8) somewhere
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She told me something but I didn't understand.

There's nowhere as your house.

Is there anything to eat? I'm very hungry!

I can go anywhere to buy you a pizza.

......... can help me to solve this problem?

I don't know anyone to ask for this problem.

There is nobody in the school.

Barbara doesn't know anyone in London.

Soluzioni:

(1) something (2) nowhere (3) anything (4) anywhere (5) anybody (6) anyone (7) nobody (8) anyone
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Gli indefiniti composti 35.3

Complete with the compound indefinite

1. I asked if .............. wanted an ice cream
   anyone

2. .............. told me about your family

3. Is there .............. wrong?

4. I didn’t eat .............. because I wasn’t hungry

5. Does .............. speak French in this classroom?

6. Is there .............. in the fridge?

7. I didn’t understand .............. you said.

8. Can you give me .............. to drink, please?

Soluzioni:
(1) anyone (2) someone (3) something (4) anything (5) anybody (6) anything (7) anything (8) something
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Gli indefiniti composti 35.4

Following there are indefinite adjective and pronouns. Write an A for indefinite adjectives and a P for indefinite pronouns.

es Somebody

P

2 Any

3 Some

4 None

5 Everywhere

6 Nothing

7 Every

8 Anybody

9 Someone

10 Anyone

Soluzioni:
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Gli indefiniti composti 35.5

Fill in the gaps with the correct indefinite pronouns.

es There is …………………. behind the door.

2 -Can you hear ………………..?

3 No, I can’t hear …………………

4 The smell of fried onion is ………………..

5 What are you thinking? - …………………

6 Give me ………………. to drink, please.

7 I did …………………. in my possess for him.

8 Why are you sad? Because …………………… remembered my birthday.

9 Can ……………………. tell me where my hat is?

10 Police! ………………. has just stolen my bag!

Soluzioni:

(1) |somebody || someone|
(2) anything
(3) anything
(4) everywhere
(5) Nothing
(6) something
(7) everything
(8) nobody || no one|
(9) anybody
(10) somebody
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